Mandala Masterpiece
Break out the coloring supplies and bring this design to life!

COLOR ME!
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Finish the Drawing!
Use your imagination to complete the scene below!
Fortune Teller

Follow the instructions on the next page to fold up your fortune teller.

How to Play: You or a friend pick a color. Spell the color, opening and closing the fortune teller for each letter. Then pick a number from the ones shown, and count it out the same way. Lastly, pick another number and open the flap. That's your fortune!

Heads up—you're about to get a brand new freckle.

...you're gonna have a super awesome dream—but you won't remember it.

There's something crispy and delicious in your future.

You will soon misplace one of your socks. Oops!

You're going to be your lucky day! Or is it the day after tomorrow?

Soon you will tell someone the funniest joke ever.

Tomorrow is going to be your lucky day! Or is it the day after tomorrow?

Watch your back—somebody is going to step on your shoelace!

Somewhere there's a pigeon that thinks you're the coolest.
Fortune Teller Instructions

1. Cut out the square and crease your page into triangles to find the very middle. Unfold.

2. Fold all four corners in to the middle of the blank side.

3. Flip it over and fold all four corners in again.

4. Fold in half and use your fingers to open and close it!
Wacky Word Search
Can you find all 8 of these delicious SONIC shake flavors?

PEANUT BUTTER R G S P
CAOEXWSLNRCRFBU
LHXUCARIAMELLTMCM
MLOPNGKSOUKNEZH
S J Y C B X B Q T F S K M N E
TWFTOLYAKJWIBEB
RHAGALZQNVRNAOS
AEDBUTAENAIUISE
WRPSDRETZWNEDLC
BPNCALTROEINAGRA
EEOEMBJHIJPZQVK
ROTVANILLAXODFE
RARNDNBCXOLHPBD
YWHOTFUDGENVYYJH
YDPDUJMAMAJHSXUSW

PEANUT BUTTER
CHOCOLATE
CARAMEL
STRAWBERRY
VANILLA
BANANA
HOT FUDGE
CHEESECAKE
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